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Weekly Overview  
Price changes week on week. 
 

 
 
 
After no news from the trade deal for several days, Chinese 
official media came out saying that trade talks may have hit 
an impasse, raising doubts over the chances of early trade 
deals between the two economies. The vague details form 
the latest round of meeting suggest some of the key issues 
are yet to be resolved. We still believe that both sides are 
looking for a deal, but the final stages of negotiations may 
take longer than initially thought.   
 
Again, reiterating how the deal will impact demand,  China 
could potentially buy 40-50 mmts of beans, 20 mmts corn, 
and 5-8 mmts wheat, adding fundamental support prices in 
these respective markets.  
 
Current forecasts remain too wet for planting and soil 
moisture levels more than adequate with flooding reported 
in some parts of midwest, however, vs. last week, even the 
long-range forecast show above normal rainfall for most of 
the midwest.  In the past, farmers have planted up to 70% of 
the crop in just a two-week dry window,  and as long-range 
forecast have lower predictive value, it is still likely that corn 
crop will get into the ground in time.  
 
A bit of change in El Nino outlook where the outlook now 
shows El Nino conditions in July, vs. previous neutral 
condition.  A longer lasting El Nino conditions would men 
continues heavy rainfall and likely reduction in corn acres as 
a result. Long range outlook and typical impact of El Nino for 
the US are both in consensus. 
 
 

 
 
Funds positions continue to remain largely short. Funds were 
a seller in beans and buyer in corn, likely on the back of funds 
anticipating a switch from corn to beans acres due to 
excessive wet planting conditions.  Soybean short levels are 
record levels. With most of the weather market still ahead of 
us, any crop scare can lead to short covering rally. 
 

 
 
Oilseed Complex (Soybeans, SBM & SBO)  
 
Bean prices again closed lower this week due to continued 
fund selling. 
 
Another downward push came from a potential increase in 
acres, where some in the market are expecting that a decline 
in corn acres will lead to higher beans acres, hence 
increasing the total supply. However, most Ag analysts 
believe that is much more beneficial for the farmer to take 
advantage of prevent plant insurance,  instead of switching 
to soybean, given the decline in soybean prices.  
 
On the demand side, outside of trade deal related demand, 
there are signs of Chinese swine flu situation improving. 
Meal demand is again increasing combined with crush 
increase, which to us indicates that worst may be over, and 
we should see a gradual increase in demand as the hog herd 
rebuilds. However, this process may be slower than 
expected. 
 
 

Price Change Change% 30 Day Low 30 Day High

Corn 370.75 9.50 2.63% 351.50 390.00

Wheat 438.00 -4.50 -1.02% 426.00 482.50

Beans 842.25 -24.75 -2.85% 840.50 925.50

Meal 298.20 -5.50 -1.81% 296.60 319.70

Beanoil 27.35 -0.49 -1.76% 27.17 29.72

Palmoil 2010 -108 -5.10% 2006 2248

DCE Beans 3378 -4 -0.12% 3345 3486

DCE Meal 2569 5 0.20% 2537 2661

DCE Beanoil 5374 -10 -0.19% 5332 5730

DCE Palmoil 4496 -30 -0.66% 4472 4774

Cotton 75.68 -2.02 -2.60% 75.37 79.57

WTI 61.94 -1.36 -2.15% 58.41 66.60

BRENT 70.85 -0.78 -1.09% 65.59 74.75

EUR 1.12 0.00 0.42% 1.11 1.13

USD Index 97.52 -0.49 -0.50% 96.21 98.33

COT Report Managed Money Positions 30/4/2019

Position Change Max Long Max Short Average

Soybeans (149) (19) 254 (149) 72

SBM (16) 4 134 (54) 33

Bean oil (58) (7) 127 (110) 13

Corn (307) 16 429 (322) 88

Wheat (84) (16) 81 (162) (21)
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Given the ample soil moisture, plantings are likely to be 
benign. But, risk now remains for excessively wet June, 
causing an issue in beans planting as well.  
 
China/US trade deal continues to be the only strong bullish 
short term factor that can push up prices significantly 
outside of an adverse weather outlook for planting/growing 
season.  
 
The market is oversold and ripe for a quick reversal on fund 
winding and corn acres moving to prevent plant instead of 
soybeans. However, overall long term bias remains for 
rangebound prices to bearish. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grains (Corn and Wheat) 
 
Corn prices reversed this week in the back of continued 
above normal precipitation forecasts.  The market expects a 
further reduction in acres from current estimate fo 1-2 
million acres in case there is not dryness beyond 15th of May. 
Typically corn planting is over by the end of May, with over 
70% emerged by the same time.  
 

 

 
 
 
Though there is no statistical evidence of the relationship 
between lower yield and delayed planting, the real reduction 
in carry out will come farmers taking advantage of prevent 
plant insurance.  
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South American crop had very good finishing rains, and will 
likely have an increase in exportable surplus now. The 
Argentine crop is estimated at 50 mmts and Brazilian crop at 
98 to 100 mmts. Current South American offers are below 
the US offers to pull export demand out of the US.  
 
Trade deals remain of the key factors that can push the 
prices higher. The trade deal will potentially add 700 to 800 
million bushel demand, pushing the carry out estimates well 
below 2 billion bushels.  
 
Corn prices are quite likely to stay in its recently established 
trading range, with fundamentals keeping a lid on price and 
possibility of large Chinese buying preventing price drops.  
 
Wheat prices closed lower again this week, on back of 
improved forecast on EU and FSU. EU and FSU combined 
account for more than 35% of the world wheat production 
and key yield sensitive period for them is between Mid May 
to mid-July, and current soil moisture do not leave any room 
for adverse weather events in coming months.  
 

 

 

 
 
This time of the year, next 6 to 8 weeks weather will be vital 
in establishing world wheat production levels. If there is no 
weather event in the Northern Hemisphere growing period, 
most origins will likely build stocks.  
 
Meanwhile US HRW crop quality seems to be improving. 
 
Overall, wheat would need a lasting weather issue for a 
sustained price rally.  
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Trade-Ideas: 
 
 
CBOT Beans: Look to sell beans in case there is trade deal 
announcement or if beans rally again to 910 levels.  
 
CBOT Wheat: continue to hold long wheat above 440.  
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Disclaimer and Important Disclosures 

 
The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or 

otherwise deal in any particular investment. Please be aware that, where any views have been expressed in this report, the author of this report 

may have had many, varied views over the past 12 months, including contrary views. A large number of views are being generated at all times, 

and these may change quickly. Any valuations or underlying assumptions made are solely based on the author’s market knowledge and 

experience. Furthermore, the information in this report has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the 

independence of investment research. The given material is subject to change and although based upon information which we consider reliable, 

it is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. Arcadia Agri believes that the information contained within this report is already in the 

public domain. The material is not intended to be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment recommendations. 

Investors with any questions regarding the suitability of the products referred to in this presentation should consult their financial and tax 

advisors. 

This material does not constitute an offer or solicitation to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not authorized or 

to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to 

inform themselves of and to observe such restrictions. 

 

This document is confidential. It may not be reproduced, distributed or transmitted without the express written consent of Acadia Agri Limited 

which reserves all rights.  

 

 

 

 

 


